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PREFACE

In October 1977, the Bureau of Education !or the Handicapped

contracted with Education TURNKEY Systems, Inc. to conduct a

series *of case studies of the consequences of.the implementition

of P.L. 94-142. During the period November 1977 to April 1979,

information was gathered in nine, local education agencies located

in three states. The findings from this study are presented in

this Executive Sommary.

The Summary is organized as follows. In SiCiion I, we

summarise the 'background of the study and its major objectives;

then, in Section II, the case study methodology is described. The

conceptual model, used for assessing the implementation process

and the information gathering activities, are dec:xibed in more

detail in Appendices A and B, reipectively. In Section III, we

describe the nature and extent of the major consequences which

arose during the two school years of observation. We also

identify relevant changes in local aduation agency organization,

staff role behaviors, and attitudes which have occurred. Appendix

C contains a detailed description of the overall special education

process. In Section IV, we comment on the major findings which we

observed across all sites.

While the case study methodology, as applied in a limited

number of sites, has inherent limitations as v.. generalizability,

we believs the strengthiof the evidence supporting these findings

is indicative of the 'iiational impact of P.L. 94-142 upon most

districts across the country.
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CASE STUDY OF THE IMPLEMENTATION
of P.L. 94-142

HIGHLIGHTS.OF FINDINGS

The purpose of the Case Study of the implementation of P.L.

.94-142 was to identify, analyse and explain activities and

consequences in nine LW in three states as they implemented the

major provis1ons of the Law. The.majorlindings.of the study are

highlighted below:

In all sites, major activities were initiated in response
to the Federal mandate; indeed, never have so many local
and state agencies done so Much with so few Federal

dollars tO implement a,Federal education mandate.

The extant to which the major provisions of the Law have

been implemented in the local education agencies (LEAs)

varied among rural, urban and suburban settings; this

variation can be attributed to the degree to which
"mechanisms" were being developed or were "in-place" prior
to the passage of P.L. 94-142. In suburban districts,

most mechanisms had only to be refined. In rural

districts, most had to be developed with inadequate

resources. In urban sites, most difficulties related to
the bureaucratic stiucture of large. districts.

The specific procedures used to implement the major
provisions varied less within states than between states.
In two states, within-state uniformity can be attributed

to. state education agency (SEA) leadership in developing
state -regulations and standardised reporting aad

monitoring procedures. In the third state, state

regulations and Federal monitoring of another civil rights
law influenced LEA procedures.

In all sites, paperwork and staff time devoted to special

education processing increased due, in part, to the Law

itself and to SEA and LEA interpretations. Reflected in

guidelines and procedures, these interpretations were, in
most cases, more prescriptive than the Federal Law. This,

in turn, contributed to the following consequences:

- In all sites, moderate to
had to wait for assessment
the large amount of

"processing" students.

1

large numbers of students
and placement, because of
staff time needed for
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- In most sites, particularly during school year

1978-49, regular education teachers became more
hesitant to refer students with, suspected learning

problems, because of the "processing" burden or
because of their perception that sUch children would
not be placed before the end of the school-year.

- In all sites, teacher attitudes toward Individualised
Education Programs (IEPs) have generally improved
during the 1978-79 school year. They were moderately
to strongly negative during the 197778 school year.
Teachers., in suburban sites continue to question the
utility of the IEP compared to similar procedures
used previously in their districts. In urban and

rural sites some itaff perceive the ISP as "a paper
document", inadequate for instructional use.

During the first year of implementation (1977-78), most

changes were associated with the IEP procesi; few with

Least Restrictive Environment (LRE). While IEP-related
effects continued, during the 1978-79 school year'a larger
number of issues ware directly related to due process and .

LRE provisions.

e In mural, regular teachers an4 other non-special
education staff felt the need for more orientation and
training. aud "would like to be more involved" in the
special-education process..

During the 1978-79 school year, as districts implemented
the Law at the secondary school level, a number of unique
problems and consequences arose. Virtually all IIPs

written for transition students (e.g., those.transforring
from middle schools to high schools) had to be revised

When the students moved; these revisiOns involved large
numbers of teachers and other staff.

In all sites, the special education process has become
more formal with a significant increase in record-keeping;
standard operating procedures now exist to varying degrees
in all sites. Communications-between regular and special

education leachers have increased due to the

implementation of LRE provisions; communication between

the districts and other human service agencies are more

frequent and formal, as the LEA is now viewed by other

agencies . as being financially responsible for services

provided to handicapped children.

I. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

P.a.,. 94-142, The Education for All Handicapped Children Act,

mandates that SEAs and, in turn, LEAs provide a free and
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appropriate public education to all handicapped children,

regardless of the nature or severity of the handicapping

sondition(s). Each handicapped Child must be assessed in a

nonadiscriminatory fashion, must haw, an Individualised aducittion

program (DM developed by the LEA in consultation with the

child's parents, and must be placed in the least restrictive

environment commensurate with the child's needs.

Detailed regulations for implementing P.L. 94-142 wars

promulgated shortly ,before Law went into affect. However, tha

level of Federal funding agailabla to meet the demends of these

-4
regulations was low less than $40 per handicapped child would

reads LEAs the first year. Funding is scheduled to increase over

a periott of years. This combination of heavy demands and

gradually increasing resources--a significantly different pattern

of Federal aid to education -- could be expected to cause LEAs to

Qconsider trade-offs and to force personnel to develop a variety of

(topics stsetegies.

The 4litpose of the present Case Studies is to describe the

activities undertakan. by LEAs to implement the Law and to describe

and analyse the consequences, both intended and uningandad, of

implementation that occurred, particularly at the LEA level.
s.

II. ISTEODOLOCY

A Medal of Implementation . .t
Our data collection and analysis efforts were organised by a

conceptual model of implementation developed for this study. The

model draws upon work done by researchers in systems snalysit,

organisational behavior, bureaucratic systems, and implementation

3 .r
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analysis, particularly the "Street Level Bureaucrat Model"

develops d applied by Weatherly and Lipsky (1977).

el views the implementation of P.L. 94.442 at the LEA

level ea a èonse to demands made bY the Federal govzrnment and
. .

by the SBA. iberucial elements are Federal law and regulationis

state-isw and regulations., and state funding formulae. At the LEA

level, the important elements are wealth, ths, tradition of

providing special education, the rola of external organisations,

amd tbe technical competence and qualifications of LEA personnel.

As demands are .greater than resources, those staff with

operational responsibility (i.e., "street level bureaucrats") have

to decide how best to meet minimal requirements of the Law and to

develop coping strategies which reduce risk and uncertainty. The

various elements of the implementation modal are discussed more

fully in Appendix A.

State and Site Selection

Three states were selected for the study. The variable key

employed for selection was the "stage of development" of states,

viv.a-vis the degree to which state law was similar to P.L.

94-142:

one state had-already implemented
of the Law during the late 1960s;

one state had implemented some of
law during the early 1970s; and

one state had implemented few of the components of the Law
and had only passed a state law' similar to P.L. 94-142
shortly before the study began,

many of the provisions

the assurances of the

Within each state, three LEAs were selected: one urban. ono
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suburban, and one rural. An additional criterion for selection of .

rural districts was that they have a leader system of schools

(i.e., at least one elementary, oflo middle or junior high, and ono

high school).

LEAs were also classified according to their wealth, using

'perpupil expenditure as the measure. LEAS were selected only if

their par..pupil expenditures ware within one standard deviation of

the state skean for the type of district (i.e., urban, suburban, or

.rural). The final factor was the district's willingness to

participate inithe study.
H

Data Cellactie4

Data were collected primarily through unstructured informal

interviews, attendance at meetings, and review of documentation.

At the local level over 1,500 interviews were conducted with LEA

central office and building administrators, regular and special

education teachers, support staff, parents, and representatives

from advocacy and spacial interest groups (see Appendix II).

During the first phase of data collection (Fall 1977), core

staff interviewed administrators and other central office

personnel in each of the nine sites and collected key

documentation. During the second phase (Spring 1978), field staff

conducteU more interviews and collected information at the

\

\ building /alma in schools that varied in 1.1eir capacity and

\

\ performance in the delivery of services to handicapped students.

The jntsrvisws with special education staff focused on four

general areas of inquirY:

5

10
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Describe the special education process as you know it and'

what is .your specific role in that process?

Wet has been the nature and extant of change in this

process and in your role over the last year or so?
,

Vhat is the nature and extant of consequences, intended
and unintended, of issues that hive arisen and/or affected
you as the various provisions of P.Li 94-142 have been

implemented in your area of responsibility?

My do you believe these particular consequences arose? To
the extent that they created problems for you, how did you
cope with them? ...

A,

During the third phase ot data collection (Fall 1978 and
, : ,----------

Winter 1979), anlie again conducted interviews and gathered

Iintimation fr speaial educeiion anotheir staff ft all levels.
/
, \\./_-

During tibia pilass-ginsral questions focused upon changes in the

speeial education process and the respondents' .roles and

behaviors. ApproximatIly half of ths schools involved in this

third phise were involved in the previous phases of field work.

Throughout the projsct, intariiews were also conducted with

officia/s from the. SEA and from other state agencies, and with

representatives of statewide advocacy and speeial interest groups,

legislators and their staff, and othar appropriate and

knowledgeable people.

Data Synthesis and Analysis

Interview ims and documents lire logged-in as they were
/

received. Staff coordinators reviewed the incoming information

for two purposes: to ex ct relevant information and to directt

further data collection. Later data were compared with earlier

data to determine what changes, if any, were.occurring. Data were

analysedl to determine the consequences of the implementation of
\

94.-142 in each site, and to describe the special education

,



process visa-v.94s th provisions of the Law.

Data wers also compared across sites. in each state to--

determine what assets of implementation were commcn to each

stata. A second comparison was done by LEA setting (i.e., urban,

suburban, and :trial). Al fuller description of the organization

of data Is aontainad in Appendix A.

FINDINGS

Balm wa describe tha affects and consequences, which

oconzred during the two school yaara of observation, as thay are

associated with the major provisions of the Law.' Diffaretaas and

patterns among settings ara noted using SEA influences as an

explanatory variable,

.Childfind

Findings: General and By Batting

In all sites, childfind has bean z high priority as the

districts attempt to locate LA serve all 1u:served children,

Staff time vas reillocatod to childfind activities in tha LEAs

4

which bad some existing itrocadures in place, where no mach:niams

previously *misted, maw staff wara hired and organized to conduct

vigorous child searches, Where mechanisms previously existed

(e.g., on a. project basis under PA. 93-380), these mechanisms

banana more gormal or institutionalized. For tha most part, tha

effort was successful as more handicapped children ware identified

and programs wara expanded to serve tha new "finds. Initial

referrals' came from sourcas who ware aware of P.L. 94-142--such as

family doctors, othar agencies, or support personnel within the

school district (see Appendix C for further explanation of the
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special education process).

The increase newly-identified handicapped students

4

resulted 'in some int re sited prOblems. Backlogs in assessment

processing Of the newlridentified children gradually lad to

frustration on the part of regular education teachers, who began

to refer ,fewar in-school chi/dren as they felt they would not ba

processed. Typically, the urban regular education ,teachers

expressed their reluctance to refer children saying, "It took me

time months- working ,with the child to find out some of the

problems. iy the time he gets through the placement process, the

:school year will ba over and they'll have to start again. I'll

tell the child's teacher at the beginning of the next year."

Rural sites were least able to deal with the new childfind

grolrload. The difficulties aid strain on the districts was such

that one director If special:education threatened to terminate all

.childfind activities hecausa tha staff couW)not handle tha

thildren they had located.

In suburban sites, teachers ware also hesitant to refer 'but

for different reasons. These school districts are smaller and

ave a history of closer parent-school and parent-teacher

elationships; In some cases the regular education teachers were

eluctant to refer a child because they felt they would bear the

runt of parent hostility over initial identification of a child

for spacial. education services; they would rather avoid that

hostility by lithar not referring or asking the principal to

initiate the process.



SZA Influence

All nine of the LEAs wars assisted and supported in their

hildfind efforts by their SEAs. Two of the SEAs coordinated all

l'advertiSements and announcements with the LEAs while tha.LEAs made

the personal contaits with agencies and civic organisations. In
-

two of the states, new students generally fintered special

*digestion through the in-school referral process. In the other

state, however, the source of many of the new childfinds'were

other agencies and private providers.

The focus of SEW efforts were on the programs or

populations, served or unserved, which had the greatest potential

for identifying new childfinds. In one state, where other

agencies and private providers had treditionally served a large

portion of the severely handicapped student population, the SEA

focused their search in such agencies and on high school age
A

children who may have dropped out of school. In another state,

the focus was on preschool identification where the SEA already

had an existing statewide program. It appears that SEAs' (and

hence LEAs') childfind activities are directed at populations

(e.g., age groups) or programs (e.g., private providers) which
-

offim the best opportdnity for new "finds" that can reasonably be

served by the Ms.

Assessment

Findings: General and By Setting

In all of the participating sites, a larger number of

different tests are being used, and assessment procedures have

become more formalized, comprehensive, and structured, requiring

increased time and effort for student processing. This in turn
ci

9
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has, to some extent in all sites, resulted in students having to

wait for lormal assessment. To expedite the assessment process, a

number of staff role changes were observed, particularly among

staff or contraat psychologists, who now spend the major poWon

of their time adminestering tests and reporting results rather

than counseling, In all Sites, more types of staff are involved

in team-based assessment decision-making, reflecting new or

different roles for principals, teachers, and <other support staff.

The dilays in assessment were generally longer in urban sites

than in rural cnd suburban settings due mostly to the larger

number of group assessment meetings.. For example, in one urban

site, a child could conceiyably be assessed by central, regional,

and school-building level assessment teams, consisting of up to 15

members. Tha inherent bureaucratic structure of larger systems

also increased "processing time".

In rural sites, the nature of problems affecting the

assessment process were rather different from those in other

settings. For example, in two of the three rural sites, the

logistics and administration of tests, along with the lack of

trained staff were major problems. In two of tha three suburban

sites, central office staff, particularly psychologists,

questioned the appropriateness and validity of specific tests. In

each of the urban sites, to varying degrees, psychologists felt

their professional role had been diminished to that of a

technician, Rather than being the "leader" of assessment teams,

they now perceive their role as only one of several participants

in the team decision-making process.

10



SEA Influence

The variation in issessement procedures is greater among

states than among LEAs within states. This can be attributed to

the leadership rola of the SEA, SEA guidelines and procedures, and

SEA operational definitions. In one state, these factors were

accentuated by an Office of Civil Rights finding of "inappropriate

testing" during the early 1970. and the subsequent Federal
T,

%

t,monitoriug Of a statewide decree. In two of the three states, the
z "

f,.SRA.ither operates an assessment service forNssopt -of -school

referrals or has contracted with local universities which assign

assessment teams to provide services to districts. In the latter

case, the .teams existed before the Law and were assigned annual

quotas. The school districts in this state had little control

over the assessment process when faced with the increased demands

under the Law. In the third state, a screening and placement

mechanism was in-place and was being used by most LEAs prior to

the passage of P.L. 94-142. Definitional and procedural

modifications have subsequently occurred in response to the new

Law and are now being implemented and followed throughout the

state, resolving lame "problems". For example, in this state the

amount of time between identification and placement has been

extended to over 25 weeks before a child is officially

"waitlisted" for SEA reporting purposes.

Placement

Findings: General and By Setting

As P.L. 94-142 was implemented, delays in placement were

experienced in all sites. Often these delays were related to the
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availability of services in the districts. It was not uncommon

before the Law for students with low incidence handicapping

conditions to wait long periods before they could be placed and

receive adequate service. The added structure, complexity, and

safeguards in processing have slowed down the process, even

eliminating some temporary placements that had been used in the

past. As more LIZA (and sometimes SEA) staff became involved in

placement decisions, the committee process, often involving

additional organisational levels, consumed even more time. During

the 1978-79 school year, placement delays decreased somewhat due

to the increased placement options available within LEAR and to

new mechanisms developed by the districts to cope with the

problems (e.g., placement in homebound programs or in resource or

self-contained rooms that serve a wider variety of handicapping

conditions).

The largest delays were experienced in the urban districts;

however, the rural districts had more problems with placements.

In one urban site, building, regional, and cantral-offica level

decision processes added to the existing bureaucratic impediments.

The number and frequency of meetings became burdensome on staff.

In the suburban and rural sites, their smallness facilitated a

continuation, on some levels, of the informal process that existed

before the Law. Because of the limited services available to

them, staff in rural sites often placed students in relatively

restrictive environments and in classrooms with teachers not

certified for their specific handicapping conditions. In one

rural site, the self-contained special education class at the

12



elementary level contained students who were mentally retarded:

learning disabled, visually or hearing impaired, and emotionally

disturbed. The teachers in this site were, at best, certified in

only ons special education area, and, at worst, did not have a

degree in education.

SEA Influence

Out-of-sChool placements have decreased in most sites as

school districts felt the need to be accountable for students'

edueational programs and as SEAs discouraged high cost services by

. nonpublic providers. In one state, to .encourage in-school

placements, funding was modified to provide more money .for LEAs

and less for private providers. In another state, the rural site

had a tradition of in-school placements but is now reluctantly

having to consider private' Provider placement' for secondary

emotionally disturbed and educable mentally retarded students,

because these exceptionalities had not previously been served by

the LEA. At the prompting of P.L. 94-142, the school board in the

suburban site of the same state approved newprogramsthis year for

emotionally disturbed and the %lind who were formerly served

0000tde the LEA. The third state has discouraged out-of-state
4

lb

placements; to encourage more LEA cooperative efforts:, it has

piovided:i additional funding. As me describe later, most due

.process hearingi and district appeals ars related to

placement/nonpublic provider issues. In short, the

:-p1acement-related consequences which surfaced at the local level .

are directly related to SEA policies and procedures.

13



Individualized Education PrOgram (IEP)

Findings: General and By Setting

Oyer the last two school years in each site, most

Alonsequences have been associated with IEP -activities. In all

sites, mechaiisms to implement the 17D process are in place.

Standardised forms and formats are now being used, mostly in

reponse to SEA requirements.. ISPI are developed, for tho most

part, around those learning activities which can be most easily

provided locally. During the 1978-79 school year the amount of
A

Staff tale devoted to writing UPs was less than,Auring the

previous year1 because procedures were streamlinei and staff
. _

became more familiar With the promise. Fit, a large amount of

staff time was still necessary, especially when IEPs weii-written

4

in the spring for use in the fall or when students transfered from

one level to another (e.g., elementarrto Junior hierschool). In

such. cases the teacher who wrote the IEP was' seldom the one who

implementud it; this caused mudh IEP

In all sites, more staff "types" are now invo!ved in

developing the instructional programs for handicapped children;

this is due largely to the requirements of the.IEP process. At

the secondary level, the number of participants was generally

greater the% at the elementary level, as more teachers instruct

each child during the day. To varying degrees in-sail sites, the

IEP leetings have been used to develop long-term goals only;

short-term objectives are, for the most part, written by the

spacial education teacher after the child is placed in his/her

program. In most instalices, parental involvement in IEP meetings

is limited to attendance and approval; with limited interaction

14'
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concerning the development% of specific instructional programs.

During the last two years, soot in-service training and

orientation which .was conducted by the central offiaa staff

fecuseld upon the DIP prodiss. To varying degrees, the central

office staff use the IEP to monitor classroom instruction and

activities provided to students. Special education teachers do

use tips in planning instruction; however, the iEP is usually

supplemented by the LEA's curriculum guide or the teachers' lesson

plan which they previoely used.

During . the 1977-.78 school year, there appeared to be more

differences in processes and.consequences among the three types of

settings than were observed during the subsequent school year.

bor example, duriou1977 -78 in all suburban districts, opecial

education teachers felt that elements of the .IiP process.(e.e.,

formats, forms) were inappropriate, irrelevant, and of little

utility, -especially in light of the individualised programs.of

isstruotioo and fares Chid' had been in place prior to the passage '

of PA. 94.-142. Mere positive'attitudes were observed during

1978-79.. Also, during the first year of implementation, many

special, education teachers in the rural sites questioned the

instruetional validity and utility of -the ZIP as they considered

themselvis inadequately, trained t) develop individualised

instructional programs. Yet IiPs were developed, on paper, to

mast the October 1977 deadliue. This perception was observid to a

lesser extent in 1978-79. In urban sites, teachers felt that they

should have been compensated for the additional time spent

developing ISM for the deadline. To some extent, this feeling

15
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eventually subsided.

SEA Influence ,

The manner by which the IBP process is implemented in each of

the . three stat'es is influenced directly by SElvvrescribed

procedures and formats which now exist in all three states. In

two states, the SEAmmprescribed IEP ii a primary focus of on-site

monitoring, at the building level, by teams of. SEA officials. In

the third state, the SEA has recommended an IEP format which is

not used uniformly throughout the state. The fact that IEP

mechanisms are in place in all sites can be attributed largely

SEA priorities, procedures and formats, and monitoring and

enforcement activities.

Least Restrictive Environment (1U)

Findings: General and By:Setting

Across all sites, new service options were created to

implement LRE requirements. New .staff were hired to expand

exiiting 'services .iind/or to* offer new programs Which were not

previously available. Physical, facilities, such as resource

rooms, self-contained classrooms, and "temporary" classroom

buildings were built, purchased, or otherwise made available. In

most sites, there was also a decline in out-of-school placements

as LEAs expanded services or provided new programs within schools,

particularly for the severely and profoundly handicapped.

is expected, the nature and extent of LRE placements varied

e(ccording to the severity of the handicapping condition. At the

secondary level, mad), of the problems associated with placing

handicapped, children in regular classrooms were more pronounced
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because- .of the greater mental age or., perfermence differential

between regular and special education students, the

departmentalisation of secondary schools, and a history of

providing fewer special education services than elementary schools

provide. At the secondary level, contact between handicapped and
,

non-handicapped children generally-occurred during non-academic

,instructional activities, such as music, lihrary and lunch

periods, and during the changing of claaectio: the elementary

level, LRI placements also included recess and physical,education

classes; mildly handicapped students wage increasi41r'placed in

resource rooms. Grading, report cards, and mimimal competency

testing were additional problems at the secondary level. In many

mast the difficu/ties observed with LRE at the elementary level

lessened in thej978-79 school year, while they remained the same

or increased at the secondary level.

At the building level, LIE was incorrectly perceived to ,

mean-mainstreeming" Placing handicapped chilren in regular

classrooms. Teacher a4iaties over "mainstreaming" were observed

duging the 1977-78 school year. Teachers were concerned about the

inadequacy of their training, unavailability of proper facilities

and specialized staff (e.g., nurses), and reduced time they could

spend with non-handicepped children.intha classroom. .As LRE was
).

limplemtnted during the 1978-79 school year, teacher anxieties

generally lessened; indeed, in a number of sites, teacher'.

resistance which was anticipated by central office staff did not

materialize, because large numbers of severely handicapped

students !are not placed into regular classrooms.
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In rural sites, a wide range of handicapping conditions and

age levels were observed in resource and self-contained

elassrommsaNsa situation caused by, the limited range of available

service options and by the lack of trained staff or high teacher

turnover (up to 500. Even though, prior to tha Law, the range of

services was Unita because of the relatively high per-pupil

tosAs of creating service options for vary small numbers of

children, rural settings made the greatest strides in implementing

1,114 For example, in one site, prior to P.L. 94.442, virtually

all handicapped students were servid in special education

facilities separated from non-handicapped studentsb In 1978-79,

two resource and one self-contained classrooms existed in each

-elementary school and resource rooms are planned to be in all

junior high and high schools in 1079-80. The fact the rural sites

changed more than-urban and subuiban sites can be attributed to

the limited services whieh existed before the Law and their recent

attemptsto meet the requiremeits of the Law.
,

In suburban sites, more so than in rural and urban sites,

both regular and special education teachers were concerned that

"Mainstreaming" would adversely affect the individual student,

because less individualized attention would be provided. Placing

physically handicapped children ia regular classrooms was more

easily facilitated in suburban sites because more buildings and

classrooms were newer and barrier-free.

In urban sites, a wider range of service options and staff

specialists were available. The increased emphasis upon LRE

during 1978-79 placed a great burden upon those specific areas

18 22
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Shia served children who had previously been served in more

lestrietive environments, especially by non-public. providers.

While urban regulareducation teachers shared Reny of the concerns

of their counterparts in rural .and sdburban settings, their

;:..% attitudinal problems were more acute. In one urban site, spacial
..

edneation teachers received a ten percent salary bonus, had aides'.

=
avaiXable to them, and had smaller class sixes than regular

teachers. This situation contributed to regular teaChers'

jealousies. In the other two sites, regular teachers were unhappy

About, increases, in class sise and related decreases.in the special
.:47Nv,

education teachers' class sise when handicapped students were

pieced into their classes for portions of the day.

J?;4
SEA Influence

During the 1977-78 idhool year, LIE was neither a stated nor

a visible priority inf any of the SEAs. In 'two of the three

states, SEAs had a history of avoiding labels for children and

allocating funds according to services provided rather than

weategories of exceptionality", In these states, pm wts
.

. pereiived, to some extent, to force ."labelling" and

eategorisation", as LW' placement cptions were prescribed by

AV5 handicapping categories rather than services provided. During the

1978-79 school year, however, LRE surfaced as a higher priority in

all three states as SEAs changed. operational definitions (e.g.,

, diitinctions between LAE and "mainstreaming") and made other
,

. .refinements (e.g., the amount of time a child must spend in an LRE

placement) to facilitate the process at the local level. The

degree to which LEAs have implemented LRE requirements and the

c4-1 \, 19
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'MOTs and extent of probiems associated with implementation irl

\

best xplained 'by the tr. idi ion of the state in encouragingKLRE

prior 'to the passage of P.194142, more so than any stated or

written new policies. \,

Parent Involvemegt/Dup Proust \

Findings: General And $y Setting\

As a result of Pas. 94.442, kis have been initiated or

modified in all sites to involve pa nia, more in thn spacial

*donation process. Most district antivi ies \to involve parents

fosse- upon Obtaining written permission e.g.,\\or testing and

assessment, for approval of IEPs, and for placamentrand informing

parents (e.g., asaestment results, rights tO paticipaie, results

\\ of !IP reviews).- Parental involvement in the IBP process is the
0,c,..1.. .

A4,,AA-1

-

ss:OM

-..

'split visible special education activity involving parent and staff

tile.. In all sites, parents are requested to approve, in writing,

"draft" or "tentative" IEPs which include long-term goals;

short-term instructional objectives, usually %mitten after'

paapement, may or may not be reviewed by parents.

While the number of parents involved in providing written

approval and receiving written LEA communications has increased, a

dramatic increase in shared parent/staff decision-making regarding

special education has not been obsarved--a perception offered by

many LEA staff. Without question, however, the opportunities for

parents, who wish to be more involvid in special education, have

increased significantly due largely to P.L. 94-142. In thoie

sites (mostly suburban) where high parental involvement xistd

prior to the implementation of P.L. 94-142, it has continued.

20 25
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.Parental involvement.appears to be more likely when the parent's

seelooseeopomic status is higher, when they live close to school,

and Idien tis tradition .O6arent/sthool repitions in the district 6,

has been positive. In certain instances, a few parents appeared

to be resentful or intimidated by LEA attempts to solicit their

sore active involvement in the special education process.

The majority of due process hearings and appeals are related

to out .-of -school 'placements which raise both SEA policy and

-

"dollar" issues. In sites who:Glom/I due process hearings were

conducted, the impact of.the hearings upon the LEA staff involved

gad, to a lesser extent, upon the parents WA -traumatic,

regardless of the outcome. The threat of hearings generated an

enormous amount of paperwork end documentation of the special

education process, as staff devtioped.poping strategies to protect

themselves from legal reprisal. Indeed, one Psychologist, who in

the prior year resented the amount of-paperwork involved in the

ZIP process, felt rit was the only thing that saied her" when the

hearing was convened. The Occurrence of a 'hearing at one site

prmalised a special education' process with some" unintended

effects. For exaMple, principals whO chait .UP meetings have

beiOn prefacing. the meeting (with staff and parents) with.the

statement that "This IEP meeting constitutes &legal process." In.

other instances where formal contacts between bUilding staff and

parents existed, communications are now even more formal. Indeed,

parents involved in one hearing were told by their lawyers not to

"talk to anyone within the district". Hearings also consumed much

staff times., and some outrof-pocket costs tor the LEA and the'
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parents. In 'almost all disputes, mediation is attempted in

resolving.issues and arriving at settlements.

In all three ubren sites, the rate of,parental participation

has increased between 20 and 80 percent at the building level ove

the last four years. Most observers felt that the increase in!
1

parental .involvement could be attributed to a combination of

-sehool district decentralisation in the early.1970s and P.L.

94..142. in urban sites, parent involvement in the IEP process is

generally limited to atteidipg meetings and providintdditten

k

Approvals. Only olthen special education achers take, the

ieitiative, do , parents review and approve instructional

objectives. Many paients who attend central office or. building.

meeti.ngs feel intimidated by the Presence of largo numbers of LEA

staff. or 'feel the process is too complex. Some parents have

-difficulty' communicating openly 'with*.LEA staff. The IEP meeting

.has Inatome essentially a formal mechanism for complying with the

-Law rather than for informing'and involving parents.

The extent and quality of' parental involvement in suburban

sites were significantly higher than in either urban or rural

sites. Parents are involved actively in the IEP process and in

decision-making requiring informed consent (testing, placement,

etc.). However, in two of the three suburban sites, district

procedures and practices to involve parents were in place prior to

P.L. 94-142; and, for the mosepart, more documentation is now

required. In the third suburban site, informal mechanisms have

become more formal.

In two of the .three suburban sites, due process hearings

22
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initiated by parents have been conducted. In all instances, the

district staff involved in the

about the hearing outcome and its

:would bacon's .legal document

accountable). For the most part,

one site, 'as a result of a formal

hearings were extremely anxious

implications (e.g., that the IEP

and that teachers would be held

such anxieties were allayed. In

hearing, many district staff had

their "confidence as professionals shaken", because their

professional judgments were being questioned.

In all three suburban sites, most disputes have been ettled

through mediation with the district often "beading over backwardi"

to satisfy parents' concerns or to "get parent signatures." Mot

LEA officials felt that Pa. 94-142 provided "guidance" for

involving parents. Some reluctant parents felt that notification

procedures and letters were lengthy and complex, sodetimes

exaggerating the extent of the child's condition, or that too much

involvement would have adverse stigmatization effects on their

Child. Others fiat they needed "more orientation on the Law"

before they could be actively involved.

In all three rural sites, parental involvement was relatively

low prior to the passage of PA. 94-142 or related state laws. In

two of the three sites, new mechanisms for involving parents have

been created within the last two years; in the third site,

informal procedures were formalized and extensively refined in

accordance with SEA policies. Parental involvement in most

instances is limited to "sign-offs." For example, in one site

s during the last two years, only one parent had been actively

invoi'ved in the 'development of her child's instructional



Activities. In all three rural sitesc.'written parent

notifications regarding rights were lass than adequate.

In two of the three rural sites# some parents who did

not want to participate actively felt intimidated. In one

. site, .teachers felt'that the director of.spacial education

used tie due process provisioas .of P.L. 94..142 to "club .

reluctant parents over the head" to force.them to allowthe

diatriet to place their child in special education.

Rural districti, responses to SEA on-site monitoring

vigits of parent involvement compliince issues have been to

"document everything." In response to a formal due process

hearing during school year -1978-79, ona district's rekponse

/fifes to become even mote. formal. Both parents and staff

harbor a degree of embarrassment as a result of the hearing.

SZA Influence ,

The specific 'procedures and mechanisms used at the

district level to involve parents reflect, for the most part,

SRA. suggested policies. pug nature and extant of parental

involvement is also related to the recency ,of a similar state

law (e.g., the state with the most recent mandate had the

lowest grade of parental involvement). This suggests that,

as schools have more experience with the law, parental

involvement may increase.

SEA policies and activities also affect local dispute

24



settlements and, thereby, parent/LEA staff relations. For

example, in one SEA, a major change in state law, designed to

reduce the number of placements with "private providers", has

resulted in several dua process hearings and appeals, which in

turn could have s negative impact on parent/district relations.

, However, in another state.the SEA is responsible for approv,ing

ft nowspublic" placements. This tends to place the district and

parent together in an adversarial role with the state and has

tended "to cement Trent/distriet relations."

SEA activities in all three states have had a direct

INconsumer awarenes" impact on parents. For exampleoln one of the

participating states, the SEA not only held regional hearings on

Pao 94-142 during the first year of implementation throughout the

state, but also presented its SEA Annual Plan.over "stitewide

television", receiving over 100 comments from interested parents

and parent groups. In addition, the SEA recently conducted a

workshop for lawyers who were interested in serving as hearing

officers. Another SEA has developed a manual for hearing-

officers; the manual is also used to train LEA staff throughout

the state. Such activities will undoubtedly improve the nature

and extent of parental involvement in all sites over time.

IV. CLDSING COMMENTS

General*, the findings pres:nted in the previous section are

not surprising. Most of the hypotheses generated by the TURNKEY

Implementation Model (see Appendix A) were corroborated.

Moreover, the findings are similar to those of others who have

applied the case study methodology in related studies.
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Me special education processes used by participating

districts to implement P.L. 94-142 are complex, interrelated, and

both formal and informal. Many of .the processes existed, in one

form or another, before they were mandated by the 141w (e.g., the

ini-school referral of special students existed before "childfind"

provisions/. There is often little distinction between

provisions; assessment, placement, due process, and parental

involvement are continuing activities which do not occur at only

WU point in time. For example, "assessment" often begins before

screening of the student and, always, before the child is referred

' for e formal evaluation. The placement decision is partially

formulated at every preceding step in the process resulting in

near certainty the student will be plated once a placement meeting

occurs. A more detailed explanation of tha observed special

education processes may be found in Appendix C.

Ix all sites, numerous activities were undertaken to

implement the major provisions of P.L. 94-142. The districts'

capacities to implement the provisions were highly associated with

the degree to which mechanisms were in place prior to the study.

While the rural sites generally progressed more than the suburban

or urban sites, they also had some of the greatest problems, which

were usually related to inadequate resources and the lack of

trained staff. Progress in urban sites was slower and problems

were encountered with their organisational and administrative

practices. In suburban districts, most activities were associated

with refining procedures to integrate P.L. 94-142 or SEA

regulations into district operating procedures.
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In all three states, the leadership role of the SEA and the

states' interpretations, policies, and procedures significantly

influenced LILA procedures in implementing the provisions of the

Law. SlAs with.traditisnally strong leadership roles used both

formal and informal procedures; in SEAs with relatively weak

traditions and strong local.autonomy, the process of formalising

new mandates and mechanisms has been difficult aid lenithy.
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APPENDIX A

A C'NCEPTUAL MODEL FOR ASSESSING THEAMPLEMENTATION OP P.L. 94-142

The,model we's detieloped and modified over the period of the Study'And served
.

Several purpeses: (1) it provided a framework for analyses;:(2).itjprqvided

a-besis for Generating study questions and hypotheses; and (3) 4t-ilermitted

ldentiflcatiofl of the relevant-variables affecting implementaiien. This moderi

Is similar to the one developed by Milstein (1976) to 'explain Fodoral-state

, Interactions. Wit have.drawn upon the Work of Easton (1965), Kirst (1972),
%

Murphy (1971, 1973, 1974), Baily end Mosher.(1966), Weatherley and Lipsky

(1977), and others in develOping the model, which is presented graphically

In.ExhIbit I.

. This model includes elements external to the SEA and LEA, as wallas

Internal elements of these systems. Van Meter and Van Horn (1975) note that

economic, social, and political conditions "may have a profound effect on the ,

perforience of implementing agencies," although "the impact of these factors

on the Implementation of policy decisions has receivedAittle attention" (p. 441).

Tlit SEA IMPLEMENTATION MODEL

Although the focus of this case study was on the consequences of implemen-

tation at the LEA level, an LEA's reactions to P4.1.14-142 will, to a great
c-

degree, be -determined by how the SEA reacts to thoeLaw and by the demands the

SEA ptaces upon the LEA. We, therefore, have included the SEA as a major com-

ponent of our*cdel.

Inputs

inputs 'to the SEA from the Federal level include demands and resources.

This demands Include: the Law (P.L. 94-142), the regulations promulgated by BEN,

and the approval process. The resources are primarily the funding that goes

-from the Federal government to the states.

The Law and Regulations

P.L. 94-142 includes a number of provisions that must be adhered to by

both SEAs and LEAs. These stipulations include:

A-1
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CONCErTUAL MODEL FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF P.L. 94-142
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assurance of extensive child identification procedures;

assurance of the "full service" goal and detailed timetable;

a guarantee of completellue process procedures;

the aisurance of regular parent cis- guardian consultation;

41 maintenance of programs and procedures for comprehensive personnel

development, including In-service training;

assurance that.spaclal education will be provided to all handicapped

children In the least restrictive environment;

.

assurance of nondiscriminatory testing and evaluation;

a guarantee of policies and procedures to protect the confident!ality

i of data and information;

4.

- assurante of the development of anindividualized Educational PrOgram

for oach handicapped child;

. assurance of an effective pailcy guarantfting the right of all handl-

capped children to a free, appropriate public education, at no cost ,

to parents or guardian; and

, assurance of a surrogate to act for any child when parents or guardian

are either unknown or unavailable, or when said child is a legal ward

of the state.

The SEA Is responsible for monitoring compliance by its local school districts

with respect to these various stipulations. .The U.S.., Commissioner of Education

hes correAponding monitoring responsibilities vis-a-vis SEA compliance.

Final regulations for P.L. 94-142 were published In August 1977; additional

legulations concerned with the definition of learnihirdisabilitles were pub-

I.

llshed In December 1977. These various regulations interpret the Law for SEAs

and LEAs, aiid detail procedures that must be followed (e.g., in developing IEPs,

for due process).

The Approval Process

Each SEA must submit a detailed Annual Program Plan to BEH; this plan must

be approved before-Part B funds are passed on to the state, The Plan must in-

clude several elements, including assurances to the U.S. Commissioner of

Education that the state is following policies and procedures that will guarantee,

to each handicapped child, a free, appropriate public education. BEH action

on the Annual Program Plan for a state can range from rejection to partial or

full approval.

3
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Resources

P.L. 94-142 prOvides Federal:funds to SEAs and LEAs based on the number

of handicapped children from ago to age 21, multiplied by a percentage of

the national average per-pupil eXpenditure for elementary and secondary edu-

j; cation. This percentage authorlaiation increased from 5% for the 1977-78 school

year to 40% for the 1981-1982 school year and for each year thereafter. Entitle-
,

-4 mint legislation, however, has nIA ensured that the necessary funds will be

appropriated by Congress.

During the 1977-78 school year, 50% of the funds that went to a state

were poised through to LEAs; in ;subsequent years, 75 will be passed through.

The SEA share may be used to provide direct services, but only 5% (or $200,000,

whichever ,p6reei6r) Of ihstotal may be retained by the state for administ.ra-

ay. costs. SWVICOSIMUst be provided to "priority one children" (those not

currently served) and then to "priority two cnildren" (those severely handi-

capped children who are inadequately served).

Funds provided under Part B can be used only to cover the excess costs

.of oducattng handicapped children, and cannot be used to supplant funds already

, available at the SEA or LEA level, unless the SEA can satisfactorily demonstrate

to BEH that all handicapped children in the state are receiving "adequate"

educational services; In this latter case, Part B funds may be used to supplant

SEA and LEA funding.

Although the entitlement formula is quite clear, there continues to be

'uncertainty about the specific amount to be appropriated and allocated, parti-

cularly during the early stages of implementation.

,!

SEA Contextual Variables

Differences among states in providing education and related services to

the handicapped are perhaps greater than for any other area of education. These

differences can be explained to some degree by a number of contextual variables.

State Law

Almost all states have passed legislation that is similar to, if not iden-

tical with, P,L, 94-142. In sone states, legislation was passed In anticipation

of the implementation of P.L, 94-142; in other states, legislation preceded

A-4
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passage of the Federal Law. We wOuld expect that implementation of P.L. 94-142

would be facilitated In states where the law is very similar to the Federal Law.

Three factors limit this hypothesis; howev0. First, state legislatures may be

unwilling to appropriate sufficient funds to implement the state law fully.

Second, state laws may not be comprehensive enough, or may actually conflict

with other state statutes. Third, implementation of P.L. 94-142 will not be

facilitated if the,state law will not be fully implemented for several years

after the Federal Law becomes effective. Court decrees can drastically alter a

state's approach to educating the handicapped or can speed up a timetable for

implementation of the state law.

Political. Economici and Social Variables

Oeiographic factors will exerclie a great deal of influence on the imple-

mentation process. States dominated by suburban districts, for example, will

operate differently from those dominated by urban or rural districts. Wealthy

states will provide different services than poorer states. States with large

minority populations have different problems to face compared with states with

smell minority populations,

One very important factor at the state level Is the informal linkages,

both between the Federal gnvernment and the SEA and within the state government.

Another very Important factor is the political climate in the state -- the role

of the governor and the state legislature and their influence or authority over

the SEA. In many states, the governor appoints the state board of education;

in others, the board is elected. In some states, the state superintendent is

appointed by the board, in others elected statewide, and in still others

appointed by the governor.

Two final contextual variables will influence a state's implementation of

P.L. 94-142: the state's prior performance in special education and the State's

priorities. What a state has done in special education may have little to do

with the state law; a law that mandates education for the handicapped but that

-is not enforced or funded will nOt lead to quality services to the handicapped.

A state's priorities will also affect services to the handicapped; a state can

emphasize or de-emphasize special education, and it can stress different provi-

sions of P.L. 94-142 to be implemented.



SEA Throughputs

The implementation process is greatly affecte&by external influences on

the SEA, by tile SEA's organizational structure, and by the SEA role players.

External Organizations

The influence of advocacy groups on special education will vary greatly

among states, as reflected in the evolution,of state,Taws and policies over the

past decade. In some state, for example,\-the Asioctailon for Retarded Citizens

may be the most active groilp; In othee stites, the Asociation for Children

with Learning Disabilities will be active. The influence of these groups will

be felt formally,through such activities as lobbying, and informallls theough

professional associations and personal relationships with SEA P3I0 players.

Special Interest groups can alsobe very Influential at the state level.

The most important of these are likely to be teachers' or administrators'

unions; taxpayers' associations may also be very active. Parent groups, separate

from the various advocacy groups, can be important at the state level.

A third major external force at the state level are other state agencies

that have In the past provided services to the handicapped; these might include

departments of mental health, mental retardation, and human services. P.L.

94-142 requires the SEA to supervise all educational and related servic s

provided by these other agencies, These other agencies may seek to retain control

'over their treditfonal functions, Some states have created new "SEAs" within

these agencies to meet the supervisory requirement of the Federal Law, One

effect of this may be an actual reduction in services to the handicapped in

the short run as state agencies reduce such services because the SEA has the
. , . . .

legal responstbility to provide the iervices. The SEA, however, may not have

the authority or the resources to meet these responsibilities.

SEA Role Pfayers

The roles of SEA officials involved in the implementation of P.L. 94-142

will be influenced by: subordinate bureaucratic tendencies and superordinate

leadership and management, and individual needs, preferences (when discretion

is allowed), affiliations, and professionalism.

Professional ties are extremely important in special education, perhaps

more so than in almost any other area of education. This has led to distinct



divisions in state bureaus and to the establishment of informal networks that

function within the formal structure,

The tremendous growth of spectal education in recent years has resulted

in the concomitant growth of relevant agenc)es at the state level; this, in

some instances, has threatened other bureaucracies within the SEA. The great

demands of P.L. 94-142, coupled with growing resources, have given SEA special

education personnel even greater opportunity to use their discretion in

determining priorities.

Group affiliations in special education tend to form along lines of

expertise rather than function (e.g., learning disabilities specialists, speech

therapists, etc.). These coalitions have a great impact in inter-And intra-

agency bargaining fosr resources.

SEA Organizational Structure

T14 authOrity of the SEA to carry out its responsibilities under P.L. 94-142

may be limited by law or byAradition. The SEA's relationship with other state

agencies may be ambiguous, and there may be no mechanism to coordinate services

to the handicapped at the state level Unless informal structures exist.

, Structures for implementing P.L. 94-142 may range from existing divisions

to newly-created units; the former situation prevails in most states. Here,

risk aversion, the use of standard operating procedures, and bargaining among

codlitions.explain much of the implementation process.

SEA,control stfuctures range from regulations to program and financial

audlis' of LEAs.- The zeal with.which such governance is pursued varies from

state to state, however, if .for no other reason than that the amount of Federal

funds going to LEAs under the AcCis small relative to the amount of state and

local funds befrig used to finance the education of the handicapped. The SEA's

ability o control the tEAs also varies. Traditional concepts of superior-

subordinate do not apply here.becausewc are dealing with independent organizations,

not with individuals within a single organization (see Van Meter and Van Korn,

1975). SEA governance over LEAs is. further influenced by the sanctions the SEA

paiiceives the Federal government can and will impose upon the state.

Outputs

---The outputs from the SEA level are of two types, demands and resources.
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These outputs In turn become the inputs to the LEA level, and are discussed

In the next section,

THE LEA IMPLEMENTATION MODEL

Inputs,

The inputs to the implementation proceis at the LEA level include the

outputs from the SEA level: state law (discussed above), regulations, and

the approval process; and funding, technical asststance, 'direct services, and

general support.

Demands

States make demands of their LEAs In the form of regulations and the

approval process, Regulations will affect several of.the tasks required of the

LEAs under the Law; these will be dealt with below (e,g., 1EPs, LRE), An LEA

must apply to the SEA for approval of its program for the handicapped before it

receives any funds under P,L. 94-.142,

Resources

One of the strongest influences upon an LEA's provision of education for

the handicapped is the state funding formula. An LEA will typically receive

funds from the state based on the number and/or types of children it has

receiving special services. Some funding formulae encourage mainstreaming;

others, self-contained special dyasses. In the latter case, fiscal incentives

could conflict with the LRE requirements of P.L. 94-142.

The technical assistance provided by SEAs to LEAs will affect some aspects

of local implementation. If an SEA is unable or unwilling to provide such

services, however, this will place another burden on the LEA, which will either

have to obtain this assistance from other sources or do without.

The state also provides direct services (e.g., it maintains institutions

for various types of handicapped individuals). Typically, these institutions

will serve severely and/or multi-handicapped individuals.

Another very important resource provided by SEAs is general support for

LEAs. If a local director of special education services, for example, cannot

obtain necessary local resources to maintain a particular program, the SEA's

A-8
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Intervention with the local superintendent may be instrumental in obtaining

these resources.

LEA Contextual Variables

Although state law may mandate education oi some or all handicapped

children, the actual services provided to these children will vary greatly

from one part of the state to another, depending upon a variety of contextual

factors.

Program Before P.L. 94-142

LEAs vary greatly in the proportion of their total enrollments receiving

special education serVices. These differences in service rates, however, do

not mean that the quality of services ts inappropriate to the community. The

incidence of handicapping conditions varies greatly across communities. How

P.L. 94-142 is implemented at the LEA level will depend in large measure upon

the match between the existing local programs and the requirements of the Law,

as filtered through state rules and regulations. If the existing program sub-

stantially meets the requirements of P.L. 94-142, implementation will be rela-

tively smooth and successful. If there is a great deal of disparity between the

program and the Law, however, implementation will be difficult and probably

incomplete. As Wilken and Callahan (1976) noted, "Achieving a better match

between special education needs and services depends heavily on the willingness

of law-makers to develop public policy which is much more sensitive to variation

in the ability and inclination of local ities to educate the handicapped" (p. 7;

emphasis added).

A district's special education program generally goes through three major

stages of development as it is implemented.. First, an LEA will establish the

mechanisms required by the legislation. In the case of P.L. 94-142, this stage

includes setting up childfind procedures, assessment procedures, placement

committees, etc. Second, linkages between special education services and other

segments of the school system will be established. Resource room teachers will

\,ordinate their efforts more closely with those of regular classroom teachers,

for example. Communications with other divisions within the LEA (e.g., remedial

reading, Title), vocational education) will occur. These fir..t two stages are

essentially concerned with developing new organizational structures. Third,

43
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there will be a focus on the quality of individual children's programs. In

this stage, staff are concerned with the relationship between programming

and a child's needs. The degree to which an LEA implements P.L. 94-142

depends to a great extent on the stage of development the existing special

education program was in before implementation.

Political, Economic, and Social Variables

Many local characteristics affect both the quantity and quality of special

education services provided by an LEA. One important variable is the public

schools priorities and comitment to educating the handicapped. Some communities,

for example, view this as a private, rather than a public, responsibility.

The size anti type of a district will have a tremendous influence on its

-education of the handicapped. Some small districts may have a great deal of

difficulty In implementing P.L. 94-142, primarily because they have small

numbers of handicapped children. It will not be economically feasible for such

districts to Ware the trained personnel needed to eckwate these children. Some

large, inner-city LEAs may also have difficulty in implementation because of

the very large numbers of handicapped pupils in these districts and the limited

resources available to educate them. Many urban districts are faced with

eroding tax bases, rising labor costs, and shrinking rather than growing budgets.

Such districts also have very large bureaucratic structures in which children

may become "lost" for varying periods of time.

Closely related to the size of an LEA is the type of community it serves:

urban, suburban, and rural. Other things being equal, "smoother" Implementation

of P.L. 94-142 can be anticipated In suburban districts. The reasons for this

are found in many of the other variables that operate at the local level: size,

wealth, the influence of external groups, and the professionalism and organi-

zational structure of the LEA. Suburban districts are usually neither too small

nor too large; they are generally wealthier than are most rural or urban districts;

parents of the handicapped tend to be relatively well educated and well organized;

there is a high degree of professionalism among LEA personnel; and the lines of

authority and responsibility within the LEA are clearly drawn in most cases.

The homogeneity of an LEA is a very important determinant of special

education services in some states. Wilken and Callahan (1976) found that in
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ilaryland, for example, differences in district wealth had a far less pronounced

effect on special education services than in Massachusetts. School districts

In the former are county-based; hence, local differences in special education

services tend to be washed out. In the latter, on the other hand, districts

are relatively small and homogeneous; differences between districts therefore

tend to be emphasized.

Wealth and tradition also explain the type and quality of services provided

to the handicapped. Wealthier districts generally will provide more and better

services than will poorer districts, although they are many exceptions to this

rule. If a district does not have a tradition of educating the handicapped,

programs will be more limited during the initial stages of implementation of

P.L. 94-142 than if the district has such a tradition. LEA leadership will be

instrumental in the former case; dfsuperintendents and other administrators

are committed to specie'l education, programs will probably be established more

quickly than if there is no such commitment.

Informal linkages are as important at tLe LEA level as they are at the

SEA level. Communications within the LEA and between the LEA and other agencies

are necessary If services are to be provided to t'ie handicapped; such communi-

cations may be more effective if they are informal than if they are formalized.

LEA Throughputs

Implementation of P.L. 94-142 at the local level Is affected by a number

of throughputs: external influences, local governance, LEA role players, LEA

organizational structure, the technical competence of the LEA, and the specific

tasks required under the Law.

External Organizations

External organizations (advocacy groups, special interest groups, and other

local agencies) will often have a greater impact on the LEA than they do on the

SEA. Local branches of advocacy groups (e.g., Associations for Retarded Citizens)

may exert pressure on the LEA to provide full services for handicapped children.

These groups can also provide assistance to the LEA, particularly in placing

handicapped children outside the LEA or in providing supplementary resources for

those children whose primary placement is within the LEA. In some districts,

these groups actually operate programs for the handicapped.
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Teachers' associations also influence relevant decisions made by an LEA.

Union contracts often specify such things as maximum class size and salaries

of teach.lrs (both of which serve to limit the resources available to the LEA);

the number of handicapped children who can be placed in a single regular class-

room; and additional preparation time and in-service training for teachers who

have such children in their classes.

Parents of handicapped children are also a strong influence on the education

of the handicapped at the LEA level. Other groups of parents may also exert

pressure at the building and classroom levels to increase the services provided

to nonhandicapped children (e.g., to provide more individualization). Local

level educators may be faced with conflicting demands for scarce resources.

The non-public school sector, including church-affiliated schools, may also

be an impertant influence on LEA decision-making if they provide services to

the handicapped. These schools will compete with the LEA for community resources.

Other local agencies will eso have an effect on an LEA's provision of

services to the handicapped. Such agencies traditionally have provided many

services to different groups of handicapped children (e.g., the local mental

health unit may provide therapy and other services for emotionally disturbed

children). Because the LEA now has the legal responsibility for these children,

services that were previously provided at "no cost" to the LEA could be with-

drawn or charged to the LEA.

Local Governance

Local government will influence, not only LEA organizational structure, but

also LEA role players. Local politicians can pressure an LEA to improve services;

they can also support an LEA's efforts in the face of opposition from outside

groups. The local government generally hat the responsibility for raising money

to finance education, and hence can control to a greater or lesser degree both

the structure and the personnel of the LEA.

LEA Role Players

Many of the statements made above about SEA role players can be applied to

LEA role players. An individual's needs, preferences, professionalism, group

affiliations, and attitudes will all influence performance..

A-12
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Administrators' career goals and preferences can have great impact on how

P.L. 94-142 is implemented. Their exposure to special education will greatly

influence their prgferences when discretionary choices have to be made about

educating the handicapped generally or about individual handicapped children.

Administrators wto understand the problems of the handicappedmill tend to be

disposed to making decisions that will aid such children. Of course, this can

work to the advantage of some children at the expense of others. As Weatherley

and Lipsky.(1977, p. 194) found, LEAs often evaluated and placed children whose

handicaps allowed local personnel to practice their specialties. Thus an

administrator with a background in evaluating and educating the retarded might

push ser/ices for retarded children while possibly ignoring children.with other

handicaps.

The professionalism of LEA role players affects both the quality and the

quantity of.special education'services. Trained, committed personnel will

direct their energies toward providing quality services, but inadequately trained

personnel may be unable to do so.

Informal group affiliations at the LEA level will influence the type of

services that are made available to the handicapped. If special education

personnel are well integrated with "regular" components of the LEA, role players'

affiliations are less likely to be based exclusively on their specialization,

hence they will be able to call upon'other LEA personnel to provide services to

the handicapped. If special education is segregated from the other components

of the LEA, however, informal links will tend to be strongest among special edu-

cation personnel, who will not have easy access to other services for the handi-

capped. In this latter case, communications will often be easier with external

groups than with other elemenfs of the LEA.

LEA Organizational Structure

The LEA organizational structure operates with the role players to effect

the implementation of P.L. 94-142. In general, this authority structure is

designed, as it is at the SEA level, to reduce uncertainty, to assure equitable

resource allocation, and to facilitate the accomplishment of procedural tasks.

Elements of this structure may be more susceptible to external pressures at the

local level than at the state level, particularly in the allocation of resources.

School budgets ?re suLject to the approval of an agency outside the LEA, either
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the local governing unit (64., the city council) or the voters. This is the

ultimate form of 'control at the local level.

The superintendent ts a vital element in the education of the handicapped;

he/she makes many of the resource allocation decisions in.the district. This

may become a factor in the implementation of P.L. 94-142, especially if the

superi.ntendent has to take resources away from existing programs to meet the

lmandatos of the Law.

HoW the LEA complies with tho provisions of P.L. 94-142 will also depend

upon the perceived SEA sanctions and incentives for compliance, much as SEA

compliance depends in part on perceived sanctions and incentives emanating

from .the Federal level. During the first year of implementing (1977-78), about

$35 per hendicapped child wes allocated to LEAs, which may-not have regarded

the loss of these funds as a major. sanction. As the money flowing to LEAs

increases, however, the possible cutoff of funds will become an important incen-

tive for compliance.

States often lack the machinery to enforce policies at the LEA level. A

state may not have uniform accounting systems or, if it does, it May not have

sufficient personnel to monitor LEA expenditures for special education services.

The threat of lawsuits by parents or advocacy groups may more effectively

serve as a sanction against non-compliance for many LEAs, particularly where

parents have easy access to lawyers.

LEA Technical Competence

An LEA's "technical competence" will greatly influence the implementation

of P.L. 94-142. This comprises administrators, the staff or regular teachers

and special education teachers, the support services available (e.g., pychologists,

audiologists, etc,), and the amount and quality of in-service training aVallable.

Although an LEA's technIcal competence is in large part influenced by the

amount of Money the district has available to spend for qualified personnel,

other factors over which an LEA has no control are also relevant, One is the

quality of teacher training institutions in the state and whether the programs

in these institutions provide the training that LEAs require to implement P.L. 94-142.

Another factor is SEA requirements for teacher and administrator training and

licensing. It is "easier" to become a teacher in some states than in others.

I.
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LEA Tasks

P.L. 94-142 mandates specific tasks that must be performed. Although the

SEA has de lure responsibility for carrying out these tasks, they have become

the de facto responsibility of the LEA. The tasks can be roughly classified

as administrative and programmatic, the distinction being that the latter

directly affect the services that will be made available to the child:

Administrative

free appropriate public education

childfind

.due process and confittiality

?rogrammatic

nondiscriminatory testing

Individualized Education Program

least restrictive environment

Outputs

Four major outputs can be identified at the LEA level: consequences, an

evolving program, "satisficing," and organizational maintenance. Over time,

the special education program will change, moving to higher stages of develop-

ment. The LEA will not be able to consider all alternative courses of action

to implementation of P.L. 94-142 and then choose the one alternative with the

most favorable consequences. Rather, the LEA will select that course of

action that Is "good enough" (i.e., that satisfices (see Allison, 1971, p. 72)).

The LEA will also be concerned with maintaining itself as an organization.

That is, school district personnel are unlikely to make decision whose end

result will put the LEA or a part of it "out of business."

The cosnsequences, which we have classified into four categories--resource

allocation/utilization, organizational structure/administration, roles/

behaviors, and attitudes/perceptions--are the primary focus of this Case

Study.

Utilization of the Model

The model presented in the preceding pages is an explanatory, rather than

a research,.model. It provided the basis for our study questions, and also

provided a framework for our analysis of the data from the different sites.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION GATHERING

The Summary of Information Gathering exhibit, following this page, des-

cribes all informal interviews and other information gathering conducted

during the study period. Each is categorized by respondent/observation type

with totals for each type identified by individual study site.

The "General Education" category includes school board members,

distriCt level administrators and professional staff with primary responsibi-

lity In regular education. Principals interviewed in this category were

administrators in regular elementary, middle, and senior high schools.

The "Special Education" category includes administrators, professional

staff, and others whose primary responsibility or interest was in special

education. Principals interviewed in this category were administrators in

special education schools or centers devoted entirely to serving handicapped

pupils. Some study sites did not have schools which served special education

pupils only. The "external group/agency" type of interview in this category

includes local advocacy grolips and local health/social service agencies with

interests in special education matters.

The "Conference and Meetings" category includes individual and group

interviews with state legislative officials, state education agency officials

and attendance at-local district meetings where special education matters were

the main topic of discusvion. Telephone interviews were limited to follow-up

discussion of information obtained during earlier face-to-face discussions.

In a number of instances,it was necessary to utilize a telephone interview

in lieu of an actual meeting because of the busy schedules of some high level

administrators within a particular district.

Administrative and instructional titles and responsibilities varied in

different states and within local school districts in the same state. Interview

tyres were determined according to primary area of responsibility of the

person being interviewed. For example, a resource person, therapist, or diag-

nostician, who spent the majority of his/her time teaching, was.counted under

the heading of "teacher". In other instances, such types of professional staff

would be counted under the heading of "support services" because they spent



APPENDIX 0 SUMMARY OF INFORMATION GATHERING

TYPE OF INTERVIEW
State A

Al A2 A3

GENERAL EDUCATION

3

1

1

-

5

9

4

2

2

. Board Member
Superintendent
Assistant/Regional Superintendent
Central Office Administrators 13 - 5
Principal/Assistant Principal 30 11 16
Guidance Personnel 12 4 4
Teacher 30 21 24

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Director 7 - 2
Administrators 51 22
Principal/Assistant Principql 6 - -
Support Services* 16 11 17
Teacher 32 22 26
Parents 2 3 5.
External Groups/Agencies 16 5 1

CONFERENCES g MEETINGS

State Education Agency 1 1 1

Board Meeting 1. 3 4
Inservice Training 1 - 1

Screening/Placement/IEP 7 9 6
Legislative
Community/PTA - 1

Telephone Interviews 9 6 5

TOTALS 239 110 147

STATE/SITE
State
Total

State B
81 82 B3

State
Totals

State C State
----in C2 Cr* Totals

Overall
Total-

7

8

11

18

57

20

75

9

73

6

44

80

10

22

3

8

2

22

1

20

1 3 5
2 1 3

3 1 -
14 6 5
24 38 16
- 1 -

31 40 38

9

6

4

25

78
1

109

14 11 16 41
27 10 7 44
9 Nr 1 10
12 15 12 39
47 66 42 155
2 6 5 13

15 4 7 26

12 2 2 16
5

11 1 4 16

9 7 16
7 - 2 97-2 9

5 7 6 18

496 252 219 178 649

- 1 - 1 17

- - 2 2 16
1 10 4 15 309135 27 70

19 29 16 64 199
2 7 1 10r,- 31

32 22 24 78 262

15 4 2 il

10 26 10 46
1 2 2 5

7 1 6 14

26 33 20 79
2 5 4 11

10 1 4 15

71

163
21

97
314

34

63

2 2 2 6 25
1 1 - 2 15
2 i 3 6 24
2 2 4 8 46
1 1 1 3 12

- 1 1 11

6 15 5 26 64

148 176 116 440 1585

fi3 *Includes psychologists, social workers, pupil personnel workers, resource specialists, therapists,
and building level.supervisors whose primary responsibility was other than teaching.
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only a small amount of their time teaching. At one rural site, the Assistant

Superintendent for Instruction was responsible for special education as well

as for Federal programs, budgets, and ESEA Title IV. Censequently, there are

no interviews identified with the Director of Special Educatiir at this site;

only with the Assistant Superintendent. Reduced interview couks of a parti-

cular type at some sites are the result of differences in job titles or

responsibilities and not the lack of contact with specific staff members.

Many interOews were conductedat an extremely important time within the

districts, as they were experiencing change due to the new requirements. In

one Instance, parents were interviewed after they had just attended statewide

hearings on P.L. 94-142. At other times, parents were interviewed directly

after they attended IEP meetings. District administrators and directors of

special education ;were interviewed after just completing a state monitoring

team visit, or experiencing heated debate at a school board meeting, or having

lost a due process hearing requested by a parent. These particular types of

situations were sought out as they represented many of the real consequences

associated with the implementation of P.L. 94-142.

Teacher interviews were conducted before, during, and after school

depending upon district policy. The more intensive Interviews with teachers

were those which could be conducted without the presence of the building

principal. Almost all principals were willing to have their staff interviewed
is

without being present themselves. Many administration staff insisted on having
i

the interviewer observe their area of responsibility first hand to understand

better the difficulties they were experiencing. These included, for example,

tn-service sessions, teachers meetings, IEP meetinge, safety inspection of

specially equipped buses for handicapped pupils, and scheduling of testing

sessions. Rapport developed quickly in those interview sessions where adminis-

trators and staff were highly compeiTit in their duties and took pride in their

1(

work. Such open ess greatly assisted the overall study effort.
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIAL EDUCATION PROCESS

All participating SEAs and LEAs,implemented P.L. 94-142 generally in

accordance with the Law and accompanying rules. Where different procedures

were followed they coUld be attributed to formats previously used, prior

conditions inIthe state,-and/or SEA/LEA interpretations of the intent of the

Law. In Exhib1t 1 we display a syrithesis of the special education process as

obseryed in the nine LEAs. The flowchart emphasizes how children enter and

exit special education in the participating school districts, the various

procedural safeguards for ensuring due process, and the procedures employed

.fOr planning students' educational programs.

The provisions. of P.L. 94-142 (e.g:, IEP, LRE) are not discrete entities

but rather are integrated into the special education procedure at various points.

Some provisions, such as due process/ parental involvement, are related to most

of the procedural steps and indeed were observed'throughout the process. Each

of the synthesized activities or_processes are discussed below, with differences

or exceptions related to setting and/or SEA influence noted.

1. In-School Referrals

The' in-school referral process is generally separate from out-of-school

childfind activities and has been part of the typical school's routine prior to

P.L. 94-142. At the simplest level, the child's teacher contacts the principal,

speCial education teacher, or support personnel because s/he is having difficulty

teaching the child and needs assistance. Referrals of students by other building

level staff has not been as common, but is now occurring more frequently as a

result of P.L. 94-142.

In some cases, standardized testing condUcted for other reporting purposes

(including SEA standardized testing or competency testing) is used as a screening

device to identify EMR and LD students who may have been overlooked. Often,

regular teachers perceive alsessments as a means to assess how adequately s/he

is doing the job; as a result, the referral of the borderline cases occurs

only when the teacher-does not feel s/he ttn adequately help the student.

C-1
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EXHIBIT I: FLOW CHART OF SPECIAL EDUCATION PROCESSES

,
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In some sites, iwo different sets of staff are responsible for the two

types of referrals, from screening activtties up to the actual placement meeting.

The type and intensity of assessments will vary according to who made the initial

contact about the child. As districts are increasingly concerned about khild

"counts", the referral process and childfind are becoming better coordinated.

In several of the sites, the same or similar referral forms and procedures are

now being used.

2. Out-of-School Childfind

Activities undertaken to locate handicapped children from out-of-school

sources vary considerably. Some sites coordinate efforts very closely with the

SEA; others are more autonomous, especially if their perceived need is relatively

low. The means to locate the children include: newspaper and magazine adver-

tisements; radio and television announcements; meetings with various organizations,

advocacy groups, and other agencies; mailings and handouts of brochures and

leafletc; and posters. Each district uses a different combination of media

campaigns. The primary focus of childfind activities during 1977-78 was the

school age population. During 1978-79, this focus was expanded to include younger

children, usually through arrangement with community health and social service

agencies.

In all nine LEAs, staff attempt to make it as easy as posstble for someone

to contact then and to suggest a. child in need of special services. One of

the SEAs provides a toll-free number and operates referral centers at its own

expense, so that if a child is located the appropriate information can be passed

along to the LEA. One of the LEAs has installed a telephone answering machine

and a private line devoted to childfind. There is an identifiable person and/or

telephone numbel in all sites that,can be contacted byjnterested parties.

3. Screening Activities

In all sites, prior to informing parents and conducting a formal assessment,

LEA staff initiate some screening activities. The people who are contacted and

type of information which is collected vary, depending upon the source of the

"lead" on the child whether in-school referral or out-of-school childfind).

For an out-of-school lead, pertinent information is gathered from the person

making the referral; the parents are contacted, if they are not the referring



party. In many cases, this is an tnitial step before the school is contacted

for the appropriate assessment procedures, However, ft is also possible that

a different assessment process may take place; this may include the gathering

of work samples and discussions with others who may know the child (e.g.,

pediatrician, principal,.social worker). In some instances, limited standardized

testing is conducted using achievement batteries. For some children with minor

speech and hearing problems, the process is often less formal and involves little

testing.

4. Parent Rights Notification

The process of informing parents of their rights varies considerably among

the'sites. In some, no formal mechanisms are apparent; school or district staff

talk Informally to parents describing what they aee doing for their child. This

may occur when the child is first suspected of having a problem or may wait

until parents' permission is sought for testing and access to records. In other

sites, signatures are requested to document the parent contact. In one urban

site in 1977-78, registered letters were sent, at considerable expense to.the

district, to parents for documentation purposes; this practice has not been

continued,

5. Approval for Psychological Testing and Access to Recorde;

0 .Written permission to conduct psychological testing and to gain access to

records generally is sought from parents. The specific request may vary from

"blanket" permissions for testing to permission to use specific assessment

procedures and evaluation instruments. The smaller districts, mainly the rural

sites, generally request "blanket" permission.

Some staff do not expect to receive written parent permission, assuming that,

if the parent objects after being notified their child will be tested, they "will

hear about it." In one of the rural sites, notification and "assumed permission"

Is based on a two-sentence letter stating that a change in their child's edu-

cational program is being considered and if the parents waht more information

they should contact the school.



6. Do Parents Ap-oxel; 7. Appeal Process

Generally, parents do not disapprove of testing and very rarely disapprove

of access to records. In the cases where they do not give their approval,

some schools make use of the due process procedure. Parents frequently fear

that their child will be identified as a special education student and will

be stigmatized by the label -- educable mentally retarded, trainable mentally

retarded, or emotionally disturbed,

One school district used the due process hearing procedure when a parent

would not consent to a placement which the district recommended. The' student

was a physically handicapped child whom the parents wanted to keep in an insti-

tution for the severely.handicapped. The special education staff felt the

child could benefit from association with normal children in a regular setting.

This hearing was the only one to occur In the district.

8. Psychological and Educational Assessments

Educational assessments are conducted and accumulated throughout the process,

often beginning as soon as the child is suspected of having a problem, These

educational assessments are often the basis for decisions in the screening

process described in Step 3. School level administrative or support staff are

generally responsible for gathering assessment information; regular and special

education teachers collect work samples and provide results of teacher-made tests

and standardized achievement tests which they have administered. In some sites

where responsibility for psychological assessments and instructional delivery

are in separate divisions, an additional step is necessary between requesting

psychological services and obtaining parent approval.

The type and amount of psychological assessment varies by the source of

referral and the sophistication of the school. If a psychologist initiates a

referral, the evaluation which is conducted is usually quite sophisticated

because of the psychologist's experience and training. When a teacher initiates

a referral, the extent of the diagnostic "workup" is influenced by the teacher's

experience. This often suggests a different evaluation strategy.

The requirements of non-discriminatory testing have resulted in a number

of strategies, In sites with bilingual populations, and la some cases with

hard-of-hearing populations, tests are translated or are given orally or through



"signing" or "finger spelling", In sites with large minority populations,

the Systim of Multi-Cultural Pluristic,Assessment (SOMPA) is being used to

balance cultural differences, In these sttes, some students who formerly

would have been identified as EMR are now classified as "normal" and are being

returned to or remain in regular education. In sites with a wider range of.

service options, this does not present as much of a problem, as the child may

be eligible for other types of service (e,g bilingual, compensatory education).

9. Screenin /IEP/Placement Meetin

.
The specific procedures In Step 9 of.the flowchart vary more across states

than among sites within a state. Generally, a building administrator conducts

the meeting with a special education teachers, a psychologist, the parent, and

support staff, as needed, in attendance. The child's regular education teacher

is present in some instances, but rarely contributes to the development of the

IEP or placement decision. In some cases, there are a number of meetings to

examine the test results and work samples, to develop IEPs for those students

in need of special education, and to make placement decisions, In others, there

is only one meeting and everything is accomplished at that time, Usually

during this step, the IEP is developed by the special education teacher and the

placement decision is made by the building principal.

Based on the outcome of the assessment reviews that take place during this

step, one of three possible decisions is made: more testing, no special

education service, or special education service.

10. Additional Testing

In a limited number of situations, additional testing is recommended before

a decision is made if or where the_child should be placed. Usually, parents

are involved 1: this decision. More often than not, additional testing is con-

ducted typically because parents are resisting the placement of their child in

special education.

11. No Special Education Service Recommended; 12. Appeal Process

If the process has proceeded this far, special education is usually recom-

mended. About 95% of the students discussed In the screening/IEP/placement
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meeting are placed tn special education and, for the remainirig 5%, most have

, their placement delayed until more testing cen be conducted, Parents are

generally notified of their rights to appeal this decision; such appeals usually

occur when parents believe they will have to pay for the services to be

provided.

IEP DEVELUrADIT AND PLACEMENT RECOMMENDATION

By the time a student is the topic of a screening/IEP/placement meeting,

there is about a 95% chance that an IEP will be developed and placement recom-

mended for that student. The assessment activities that precede the convening

of the IEP meeting are usually thorough enough such that .little question-exists

of the need for epecial help. The meeting itself usually takes only 15 to 30

minutes, except in those few cases when there ls some question of what services

should be provided. Then the meeting may be lengthened by discussions about

additional testing, appeals (if there is a decision to provide no services), or

negotiation of suggested modifications by the parents.

The brevity of the meeting is usually attributable to the general strategy

of not developing short-term instructional objectives during the meeting. When

and how they are developed varies by site: some develop them before the meeting;

most, after the child is placed. Because of concerns about compliance, one

districi special education director ssued the policy that no IEP would be filled

out before,the meeting. This deterred the practice of writing down the IEP

before the meeting, but resulted in teachers memorizing the instructional objec-

tives,writing them on scratch paper, or using more general standard objectives,

based on the student's handicap.

A positive result of the requirement to involve parents is that greater

opportunities for school/parent interaction exist and much contact has been

initiated. Parents are signing IEPs, showing acknowledgement of its contents,

and are given the opportunity to review modifications. For most parents of

special education students, the only time they talk with school staff is during

IEP meetings. While some parents take a very active interest in their child's

program, they are in the minority. Frustrated in their attempts to get parents

involved, some schools set arbitrary cutoffs of three contact attempts; then they

proceed without permission. Teachers spend much of their own time vsOiting

parents at their homes.

t.



The placement decision is usually Influenced by services which are or

will be available in the district, Most district officials and staff teel that

WOO services are better than none, so they provide the best available services.

In one state, there is a reporting procedure which identifies.all students

.receiving only partial services. This is used as a planning device to increase

and transfer staff and programs, where necessary.

14. Do Parents Approve?; 15. Modifications
4

To many district staff, parent approval or disapproval of IEPs and place-

ments reflects the due process intended for parents. Parent disapproval is

rare, as parents generally acceptAbe professional judgment of the "trained

educator". In cases when they do disapprove, the school will generally accom-

modate the parents' requests. On occasion, an additional meeting may take

place to allow parent's dissents to be aired. To signify approval of the proposed -

educational plan and placement, parents sign a formal document.

16. Student Placement

The placement of the child is usually as specified in the recommendation

of the screening/IEP/placement meeting. This is not the case when the

assessment and placement recommendation is the responsibility of someone other

than those who are responsible for instructional service delivery. This occurs

in one state where assessment is conducted and placement decisions are parti-

ally rilade by an independent evaluation team. In other states, regional or state

teams conduct a few assessments at the request of the LEAs. In these situations,

LEAs may modify a child's placement if appropriate services are not available.

17. Review of Child's Program

Two types of program review occur: one focuses on short-term objectives;

the other, on long-term goals. Reviews of short-term objectives occur as often

as every few weeks and are used for continuous monitoring and updating of IEPs.

In some, particularly suburban, sites, this was similar to the district's indi-

vidualized education strategy before P.L. 94-142. In others, particularly rural

sites, the Law was the first time the process had been formalized. The review

process varied by setting: urban districts generated more paperwork to document
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the review procedure; suburban districts' reviews were more frequent and

emphasized updating; in two of the three rural districts, the minimal paper

'requirements were met with less emphasis placed upon updates.

The review of long-term goals varied according to state and local policies.

In all sites, IEPs are revieWed annually, but one state requires only that each

student's'program be reviewed at least every three years. 'Districts comply

by'reassessing one-third of the students each spring. Reviews and assessments

occur more frequently for emotionally disturbed students who are placed in

alternative education programs; staff judgment is a large part of the assess-

ment and student conditions often change quickly. In the other two states,

districts conduct assessments every year.

The initial'assessment for a child entering special education is often

more rigorous than a reassessment of a child who is already in special education.

In thil initial assessment, a wider variety of tests.are usually administered as

the evaluation team attempts to identify ail of the child's needs. Reassessments

genere'y focus on those areas where remediation was .sought and usually use

tests that are not standarlzed. In one state, initial assessments are conducted

by assessment teams with a minimum of four memberi; because of he large work-

loads, students are reexamined on a scheduled basis with two-member teams.

18. Continuation of Special Education Placement

One of three decisions results from the review of a child's progress. The

most common is to continue the child's existing special education program, which

may incl,ude movement to the next grade level in the child's regular classmom.

General goals are usually developed.by the special education teacher and may be

modified based on student progress. The short-term objectives for the next year

may,also be e.-veloped by a child's teacher and brought to the screening/IEP/

placement meeting for review and acceptance of the parents. The same procedures

are used as when the child was initially placed, but the special education

---- teacher has now observed the child for at least part of a year.

19. Revision of Special Education Placement

This decision alternative was exercised more during the 1978-79 school

year as more service options became available. Placement revisions moved

students from self-contained riassrooms to resource rooms; from homebound



placements to newly-opened programs; from elementary or intermediate schools to

.the next level; and generally from more restrictive environments to less

restrictive environments. The decision is made in much the same way as during

an Initial referral. Educational assessments are accumulated while the child

Is placed and additional psychological tests may be requested depending on

the nature of the handicapping condition.

20. Termination of S ecial Education Services; 21. Appeal Process

As a student's problem is remediated (as evidenced by the review of his/her

progress), termination of special education services may be recommended. As with

the situation in which a child is not recommended for special education services

(Step 11), the appeal process is rarely used. "Termination" for a child may

also occur through graduation. In two of the states, a child may receive a

"certificate of attendance"; in the third state, no such certificate exists at

present.
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